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furnishes it as it were with the proper sensible of taste (22)1
The ridge of the vault is the nose of the temple, the two aper-
tures in its two^ sides, under which lie the exits for men and
litters, are to be deemed as its two hands, the arched terrace
on its top is to be considered as its head, the conical orna-
ment as its hairs, the neck, as its neck, and the platform
ever the vault is to be looked upon as its shoulder, the water
passages standing as it were, for its anus and the genitals,
and the lime plaster for its skin. The door is to be consider-*
ed as its aperture of the mouth, the image installed in its
inside as its life, the pedestal as its vital energy, whose
shape should be imagined as its animation, and whose cavity
as its inertia, while the image of the god Keshava is to be
deemed as its soul, seated on the throne of its heart and
viewing the incidents happening within its inside—only as
an onlooker like the human soul, and taking no part therein.
Thus the analogy between the god and his temple is complete,
the latter being held as identical with and only a different
manifestation of the former (23—36,. The god Siva is to be
considered as forming the plinth or knee-joints of the* god thus
revealed in the shape of a temple, the god Bramha as located
on its shoulder, and the god Vishnu at its top (27).
Hear me, O Brahman! describe the consecrating cere-
mony of a divine edifice by means of a banner. The gods,
by hoisting banners impressed with the signs of the divine
weapons, conquered the demons (28). The pitcher shaped
ornament of the temple should be placed over its oval top
part, and the flag should be planted over the same* The
rod should measure the half or a third part of the temple or
the structure in length. The flag should be impressed in the
middle with the mark of a circle of eight or t|$ radii, the
figure of the celestial bird (Garuda) or that of the Narasinha
manifestation of Visbnu being worked on the space wtthia
the aforesaid circte,—the rod being left always Hopainted
(29—30).

